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1. Executive summary
This deliverable summarises the main conclusions in forecast quality in current seasonal forecasting
systems and explores the impact of various model changes on forecast quality: improved initial soil
moisture, sea ice and snow conditions, increased ensemble size, increased model horizontal
resolution, and addition of various stochastic parameterisation schemes to account for model
inadequacy. It has benefited from the close collaboration of several different Work Packages which
have run various hindcast experiments: WP2.1, WP3.1, WP4.1, and WP4.4. Results suggest that
forecast quality can be improved in several different ways, which suggests that a multifaceted holistic
approach to model development is desirable for the development of forecast systems.
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2. Project objectives
Work Package 2.1 aims to comprehensively assess the forecast performance of seasonal-to-decadal
(s2d) hindcast datasets available at the start of the project, to develop and test new tools for forecast
verification of s2d systems, tools that will be made publicly available via a web interface and to explore
the improvements in performance across the new generation of forecast systems developed in
SPECS. This deliverable summarises the main impacts of various prescribed changes to forecasting
systems on the resulting forecast quality and bias.
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to achieving of the following objectives (see DOW
Section B.1.1.2):
No.

Objective
Yes
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast x
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

No

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions,
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

x

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast x
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

x

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

x

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

x

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,

x

1.

6.
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No.

Objective
conferences and targeted workshops
9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable
3.1 Introduction
The following section 3.2 starts by briefly describing some general issues in forecast quality and bias
of existing seasonal forecast systems, with a focus over Europe (see also previous milestone 22). The
subsequent sections then describe the impact to various changes in the systems such as:
 Improvement of initial conditions by changes to the initialisation of soil moisture, snow, sea ice
and increase in ensemble size (Sec. 3.3);
 Increases in the horizontal model resolution (Sec. 3.4);
 Addition of stochastic parameterisation schemes to account for model uncertainty (Sec. 3.5).
Section 3.6 concludes with a summary of the main findings.
3.2 General issues in forecast quality and bias
To illustrate the seasonal forecast quality over Europe, the skill of temperature and precipitation in the
EUROSIP forecast systems has been estimated for the winter and summer seasons. As an example,
Figure 1 shows the correlation of temperature in summer, which is significantly non-zero around the
Mediterranean Sea (this is the case for Météo-France, ECMWF, Glosea5), as well as Central
(ECMWF, NCEP) and Eastern Europe (ECMWF). This most likely happens due to the strong warming
trend in the area. The ECMWF system has skill over the largest region. The skill of precipitation is
limited (low correlation values) and very sparse. The only region for which several systems have skill
is the Iberian Peninsula. For both precipitation and temperature, the skill is relatively poor in winter for
all the considered systems (not shown).

Figure 1: Correlation of ensemble mean forecast with observations over the European region for
Summers (JJA) from 1992-2012. The upper/lower panels correspond to seasonal temperature and
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precipitation, respectively. Dots mark the areas where the skill is statistically significant at the 5% level
based on a simple t-test.
Figure 2 shows a map in which each grid point is coloured according to the best performing system to
allow potential users to choose the “best system” in their local region of interest. It is apparent from the
large amount of spatial variation that no single model dominates over Europe.

Figure 2: Model with maximum correlation (estimated with hindcasts over the period 1992-2012) over
various geographical regions in Europe. The competing models are Glosea5 (red), ECMWF (orange),
NCEP (green) and Météo-France (blue). The upper panels correspond to winter (DJF) and summer
(JJA) seasonal temperature and the lower ones are for winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) seasonal
precipitation, respectively. Dots mark the areas where the skill is significantly different from zero at the
5% level of significance, where the test was applied to each individual forecast system separately.
Current forecast systems suffer from two sources of error: a systematic error, which is forecast time
dependent (the drift) and a random error that is different in each forecast. Forecast quality analyses
usually focus on the random component, but the systematic component also contains interesting
information because it might prevent the forecast system from realising the potential offered by the
improved initial conditions. Predictions for the northern hemisphere (NH) sea-ice extent (SIE) in a set
of forecast systems participating in the SPECS project has been used to illustrate some characteristics
of the systematic component. Figure 3 shows the impact of different bias adjustment methods used to
correct for the systematic error component. These methods are the trend bias correction, the initial
condition bias correction and the standard mean adjustment approach. They have been applied on
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seasonal forecasts initialized on May the 1st every year from 1979 to 2012. The root mean square
error (RMSE) is shown as a function of the forecast month. The trend bias correction method (green
thick lines) offers the largest error reduction. This result arises from the fact that the dynamical
forecast systems used have a significant error in long-term trend besides an error in the mean model
climate. The trend bias correction method substantially improves the skill when the NH sea ice system
experiences extreme states beyond what the mean bias correction method offers if there is significant
error in the representation of the long-term trend. The trend bias correction method contains the mean
bias correction term as the first order correction (term), so if there is no significant difference between
modelled and observed long-term trend the trend bias correction will simply act as the mean bias
correction.

Figure 3: Root mean square error (RMSE) of the northern hemisphere (NH) sea ice extent (SIE) of
four seasonal forecast systems: (a) EC-Earth2.3, (b) CNRM-CM (a successor to CNRM-CM5), (c)
MPI-ESM and (d) CanCM3. They were initialized on May 1 from 1979 to 2012 and the mean (red
curves), trend (green curves) and initial conditions (IC; blue curves) bias corrections were applied.
Thick lines show mean values, while thin lines denote the 95% confidence interval.
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The interpretation of this result is slightly more complex because the trend determines a large part of
the forecast characteristics. Figure 4 shows the NH SIE predictions in Septembers from 1979 to 2012
after applying the trend bias correction method. This reveals that forecast systems give good
predictions when the NH sea ice is close to the long-term trend line (and are better than a simple
linear regression model (grey points). Most of the SPECS systems, except CNRM-CM, have
substantial problems with capturing extreme September states that diverge from the long-term linear
fit (both in the positive and negative directions). The version of CNRM-CM used has changed, among
other things, a melt-pond parameterisation, a process that is not included in the other models. This
suggests that the addition of missing physical processes in the models could further improve some
aspects of their forecast quality.

Figure 4: Predictions of September NH SIE (ensemble mean, coloured points except grey) in a set of
SPECS dynamical forecast systems and a simple statistical model (linear regression, grey points)
initialized on May 1st from 1979 to 2012 after the application of trend bias correction method (b.c.m.).
NSIDC NASA team September NH SIE is used as observational reference (black points) and cor
represents the correlation.
3.3 Impact of improving the initial conditions
Work package 3.1 focused on the impact of improving the initial conditions, which was achieved by
considering the role of the soil moisture, snow and sea ice, and of increasing the ensemble size. The
practical recommendations concern only the seasonal range, as the studies devoted to decadal
forecasting were less easy to assess due to the limited sample size.
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Hindcasts starting in May with climatological initial conditions for soil moisture have been compared to
hindcasts made with realistic initial conditions. Five models have contributed. The best scores for
temperature in JJA are obtained for Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean basin. Figure 5 shows the
benefits by year and model of using soil moisture conditions for Eastern Europe corresponding to the
proper year versus using a climatological value. Over other regions the predictability is lower, but the
superiority of the experiment with initialised soil remains. This soil moisture variable cannot be
observed over all continents nor for a long time in the past decades, which limits the usefulness of
these results. However, soil reanalyses are now possible and should be encouraged, if possible with
the same soil model as the one used to perform the forecasts and hindcasts.

Figure 5: Summer (JJA) near surface temperature anomaly for East Europe (land points between
16°E and 30°E, 44°N and 55°N) for each year: gray bars for observed anomaly (°C, left hand side
axis), circles (climatological soil moisture) and stars (initialized soil moisture) for percentage of the
ensemble (%, right hand side axis) with positive predicted anomaly; different colours have been
attributed to the models: red (ECMWF), green (EC-Earth), blue (MeteoF), yellow (Met Office) and
magenta (MPI). Taken from deliverable D31.2.
As shown in deliverable D31.3, three forecast systems (ECMWF, EC-Earth and Météo-France) have
attempted to compare hindcasts with observed versus climatological (or random) initial conditions for
snow cover in November. For autumn start dates, no impact was seen on the forecast quality scores,
but a positive impact was evidenced for the 2009 case. An additional experiment with ECMWF and
spring start dates showed an improvement of the Indian summer monsoon predictions, although this
was not confirmed by a similar exercise performed with EC-Earth. Similar results on the importance of
soil moisture were also found in a dynamical downscaling experiment (using the RACMO regional
model and focusing on summer temperatures). It was found that driving the regional model at the
boundaries by the EC-Earth seasonal hindcast outputs and prescribing soil moisture conditions along
the simulation the forecast quality of the global model was significantly improved by the regional
model.
Five forecast systems (ECMWF, EC-Earth, Météo-France, Met Office and MPI) were used to produce
hindcasts with initialized versus climatological sea-ice initial conditions. Outside the polar regions,
initial sea-ice conditions plays some role on predictability through complex mechanisms involving the
stratosphere, the tropical sea surface temperature, and the mid-latitude snow cover. All these
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interacting processes make it hard to isolate the benefit of an improved sea-ice initialization from short
samples of hindcasts. The question is easier for the predictability of sea ice itself. Figure 6 shows an
improvement for the spring initial conditions (predicting the minimum extent), but no improvement with
the autumn initial conditions (predicting the maximum extent). However, the maximum extent is
predictable due to the ocean and atmosphere forcings.

Figure 6: Correlation and RMSE (red thick lines for realistic initial conditions, blue thick lines for
climatological sea ice) for the Arctic SIE of the CNRM-CM (a,b), EC-Earth (c,d), MPI-M (e,f) and
GLOSEA5 (g,h) forecast systems as a function of the forecast month. The scores shown are the
correlation coefficient after linearly detrending the anomalies (a,c,e,g) or the RMSE (b,d,f,h). Their
95% confidence intervals are shown with thin lines. Left panel: 1st of May start date; right panel: 1st of
November start date. Taken from Deliverable D31.2.
A substantial amount of work was devoted to explore several aspects of how to initialise the ensemble
in the experiments. The questions addressed were how to (i) generate optimal perturbations to create
an ensemble and (ii) initialise the ensemble using either full or anomaly initialization. The analysis of
these two questions involved carrying out a number of different experiments covering both seasonal
and decadal ensemble simulations. While on different time scales, in different models and in different
(initialized and uninitialized frameworks), the different ensemble generation methods implemented by
CNRS, Univ. of Hamburg and Univ. of Bonn tried to assess in what way the different perturbation
techniques impact on all spatial and temporal scales, the impact of a specific technique on the
forecast quality is not obviously discernible. In other words, the results are not necessarily robust
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across different metrics. Hence, most implemented methods showed a performance equivalent to that
of more commonly used initialisation methods. Therefore, in many circumstances, an important
decision criterion for the respective ensemble generation technique might be its technical readiness
and the practicality of its implementation. Yet, the individual approaches used for the ensemble
generation or the initialisation, in particular those going back to the fundamental questions, also
provided promising insights and results. In particular, the investigation of the error growth, the
dependence of the forecast quality at regional scales and/or the dependence of the state of the
climate at the initialisation time are promising directions that should be explored further. A promising,
yet not fully explored avenue is the improved initialisation of sea ice, either with an ensemble Kalman
filter in the coupled model or with state-dependent initialisation.
3.4 Impact of improving the ensemble size
Hindcasts for the winters over the period 1979-2012 have been carried out with the Météo-France
forecast system. The 34 four-month simulations have been repeated 215 times using stochastic
perturbations during the course of the model run, as in the WP4.4 experiments. 2,000 subsamples of
one to 100 members have been generated to estimate the correlation of tropical precipitation (ACC in
30°N-30°S) northern 500 hPa geopotential height (ACC in 90°N-30°N) and NAO (first EOF of 500 hPa
height in the Atlantic-Europe domain). Figure 7 shows that over the mid-latitudes, at least 50 members
are necessary to get a correlation close to saturation. With shorter hindcast periods (typically 20
years) the score comparison is even more problematic, in particular for NAO correlation, which
strongly depends on the hindcast period.

Figure 7: Forecast scores for 34 winter cases with the Météo-France model as a function of ensemble
size. Mean score (black line), 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles (red lines). From left to right: tropical
precipitation, northern hemisphere 500 hPa height, and North Atlantic Oscillation index.
3.5 Impact of increasing the resolution
The impact of increasing the horizontal resolution of the dynamical forecast systems has been
thoroughly tested. Improvements have been found in both predicted mean states and prediction skill
where both horizontal and vertical resolutions are likely to be important. In particular, by increasing the
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resolution some models now better predict the winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), leading to
potential new applications, particularly for Europe in winter. The result of improved predictions of the
winter NAO, the single most important factor that determines European winter climate, has helped
driving new applications as highlighted in the project EUPORIAS.
But not all the improvements, even if marginal, can be found in the North Atlantic in winter. Increasing
oceanic and atmospheric resolutions have been shown to reduce the mean biases of SST, 2m
temperature and precipitation. For instance, increasing the resolution in EC-Earth in either the ocean
component or both ocean and atmosphere lead to a reduction of (1) the cold bias in summer in the
North Pacific and North Atlantic basins, (2) the warm bias in the Somali upwelling (due to the better
representation of the air-sea coupling and Ekman pumping), and (3) the cold tongue bias (also in
boreal winter). For wind and precipitation the main changes occur when both oceanic and atmospheric
resolutions are increased. In the Indian Ocean, the SST cooling, associated with the increase of ocean
resolution, leads to a decrease of the excessive oceanic precipitation, while the bias over the Maritime
continent is also reduced probably due to a better representation of orography.
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Figure 8: Comparison between of the Niño 3.4 forecast quality in EC-Earth3.1 between SRes
(standard configuration, black), IRes (increased horizontal resolution in the ocean, red) and HRes
(increased horizontal resolution in both the ocean and atmosphere, blue). a) Correlation in the Niño
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3.4 region between SRes, IRes and HRes and the observation (ESA, plain line and ERSST, dashed
line) for the May start dates over 1993-2009. Dots show the correlation significant at 95% confidence
level and green stars show the correlation in IRes and HRes significantly different from SRes at 95%
confidence level. b) RMSE in the Niño 3.4 region of SRes, IRes and HRes with respect to the
observation (ESA, plain line and ERSST, dashed line) for May start dates. The dotted lines show the
spread of the different experiment with the same color as RMSE. c) Reliability diagram for Niño 3.4
SST below the 1st tercile (La Niña-like events) for JJA 1993-2009; the corresponding Brier Score is
shown in the top left corner. Error bars indicate confidence intervals at 95% computed with a bootstrap
method. The size of the dots is proportional to the size of the population bin for each forecast
probability. d) Same as c) but for the SST above the 2nd tercile (El Niño-like events). e), f), g), h)
same as a), b),c), d) but for the November start dates.
In the same experiments, important improvements in seasonal forecast quality were found for the
tropical Pacific. Figure 8 shows different aspects of the forecast quality for the Niño3.4 index (SST
averaged over 190ºE,240ºE-5ºS,5ºN), which is generally used to assess the skill of a system to
forecast ENSO. The forecast quality improves for both summer and winter seasons and during the
whole forecast length, although the increase is stronger in summer. Increasing only the oceanic
resolution already improves the ENSO skill and the benefit of the resolution is enhanced when the
resolution of both components is increased, which is consistent with the strong coupled nature of the
ENSO phenomenon. These improvements might be linked to the mean state improvement in the
tropical Pacific and also to the better representation of high frequency and small-scale coupled
processes associated to horizontal but also vertical resolution.
Potential improvements in decadal predictions due to increased vertical resolution in both the ocean
and atmosphere were also investigated. First, the impact of an increased vertical resolution in both
atmospheric and oceanic models upon the representation of atmospheric convection and air-sea
fluxes, respectively, was tested. The goal was to explore the effect on air-sea interaction and remote
teleconnections, with the potential to better simulate seasonal interactions and variability. Coupled
historical simulations in different vertical resolutions were used for the analysis. Results indicate that
increased vertical resolution in the atmosphere leads to generally increased SSTs, which most
prominently is connected to changes in lower level cloudiness and radiative heat fluxes into the ocean.
Convective activity is generally reduced, most strongly in the western tropical Pacific, which is linked
to increased precipitation and zonal winds. The capability to simulate the ENSO phenomenon is not
generally improved by the increased vertical resolution, but local radiative feedbacks are more realistic
due to a better resolution in the atmospheric boundary layer. Large-scale atmospheric dynamic
feedbacks are also affected by increasing the vertical resolution by means of modified meridional SST
gradients and wind patterns. Those changes are though not necessarily more realistic. A new set of
multi-annual predictions were made with EC-Earth3.1 with the same increased vertical resolution in
the atmosphere. The forecast quality of the predictions with increased vertical resolution is compared
to those from lower resolution. They show that the large-scale patterns of correlation for high and
standard vertical resolution largely coincide. In the high-resolution case the correlation increases
compared to the standard resolution in the eastern parts of the Pacific Ocean, the western Arctic,
South America, the South Atlantic, the tropical Atlantic, the larger area around Iceland and central
Asia. At the same time, reduced correlation appears around the southern Indian Ocean, the equatorial
west Pacific, eastern Arctic and over large parts of North America. In summary, on global average no
robust improvement of multi-annual forecast quality improvement was found when using increased
vertical resolution. However, regional improvements are found in regions that already have good skill
in the standard resolution case.
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The impact of an increased vertical ocean resolution was tested with the CERFACS high-resolution
forecast system. The impact on the near-surface air temperature was weak and did not lead to
changes in the ENSO variability. The change found in the mixed-layer variance only reveals strong
changes over the Arctic. It was hence not possible to find a substantial reduction of the model biases
in this case.
3.6 Impact of the stochastic parameterisations
The finite resolution of general circulation models of the coupled atmosphere-ocean system and the
effects of sub-grid-scale variability present a major source of uncertainty in model simulations on all
time scales. Stochastic methods to for representing these uncertainties have been implemented in
several of the forecast systems participating in SPECS. The hope was that this might help to both
reduce the drift and increase the forecast quality.
Partners have tested the impact of the atmospheric stochastically perturbed parameterized tendency
scheme (SPPT) and the stochastically perturbed backscatter scheme (SPBS) in IFS/NEMO in a
seasonal forecast context. Results suggest that whilst SPBS has limited impact in terms of both drift
and forecast quality, SPPT reduces excessive convective activity in the tropics, leading to reduced
biases in both precipitation and winds. SPPT also has positive impact on MJO characteristic and
forecast quality at lead times greater than two weeks, and improves the Northern Hemisphere
circulation regime characteristics. The impact of SPPT has also been investigated in the atmospheric
components of EC-Earth3 and CNRM-CM. The impact of using different settings for the time and
space decorrelation scales for the perturbation coefficients was studied. Increasing the weighting of
the longer time and space scales increases spread, though this increase becomes too high at longer
forecast times. Results with CNRM-CM show a limited impact of SPPT on ENSO spread, contrary to
what was observed in IFS/NEMO, but interestingly led to a substantial reduction of the drift.
As an alternative to the previous stochastic schemes, the stochastic dynamics technique has been
tested too. It consists in adding model errors at each time step from a pre-defined nudged re-forecast
run. It was found that the technique improves systematic errors in the Northern Hemisphere mid- and
high-latitude 500-hPa geopotential height, as well as North Atlantic weather regime characteristics.
However, limited improvements are found in terms of forecast skill. Further experiments were carried
out to investigate the impact of the strength of the relaxation coefficient used in the nudged
simulations. These show that small values are potentially detrimental to the skill estimates, with the
optimal values of the relaxation coefficient found to be between 5 and 10 days.
Stochastic perturbation schemes have been implemented also to uncertain soil parameters in the
land-surface model of IFS (HTESSEL) related to soil hydrology. Seasonal hindcast experiments have
been run with constant values and stochastic perturbations to these parameters. The perturbations
improve the prediction of the summer heatwave of 2003 over Europe through the improved
representation of soil moisture anomalies and surface fluxes. Further experiments have shown that
the perturbation of these parameters significantly improves the reliability of the predictions of soil
moisture quintile events, though the most significant improvements are seen for the constant value,
not the stochastic perturbation. The perturbation of the hydrology parameters also significantly
increases the spread, though the areas and variables that show increases are not consistent between
the stochastic and constant value experiments. Further experiments with the uncoupled HTESSEL
land surface model have also demonstrated the sensitivity of estimates of soil moisture memory to the
uncertainty in these hydrology parameters.
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A stochastic perturbation to the land-atmosphere thermal coupling parameter was also tested. This
parameter is not well constrained by observations and the value used in the operational model is quite
uncertain. Extended-range hindcasts were carried out with stochastic perturbation to this parameter.
The results show that the perturbation has a modest impact. A slight mean cooling is seen as well as a
slight impact on surface temperature spread with the largest impact in the Northern Hemisphere.
However these impacts are small (spread increase is <2% of the control spread). Subsequent
experiments have revealed that a much larger impact of the perturbation can be achieved by switching
off the default perturbations to the initial conditions but with these initial perturbations on, adding a
perturbation to the land surface coupling has minimal impact.
Initial work at UOXF has also been carried out to introduce stochastic schemes into the ocean. A first
suite of seasonal hindcasts experiments with stochastic perturbations were run, with perturbations
made to air-sea fluxes, the model equation of state and the parameterization tendencies of diffusion
mixing and viscosity. These experiments demonstrated positive impact on spread and bias of upper
heat content in eddy-active regions, namely, the western boundary currents and the Southern Ocean.
However the experiments did not show improvements in ensemble spread on seasonal timescales.
Additional experiments were carried out, perturbing the Gent-McWilliams scheme, turbulent kinetic
energy and enhanced vertical diffusion scheme for unstable stratification. These experiments show
impact at long leads, specifically month 8-10 from initialization; before this lead-time minimal impact of
the perturbations is seen. At month 8-10 improvements are seen for sea surface temperature spread
and probabilistic skill over the south Atlantic and Pacific. This is also translated into improvements in
atmospheric skill over the North American continent, with increases in probabilistic skill for 2m-air
temperature and mean sea level pressure.
3.7 Impact of a more realistic vegetation
ENEA has introduced more realistic vegetation in EC-Earth. In the standard version of EC-Earth, the
fractional coverage and density of vegetation are fixed in time. ENEA has run seasonal hindcast
experiments, allowing the vegetation density to change as a function of Leaf Area Index (LAI) for both
high and low vegetation. Monthly and annually varying LAI data is taken from satellite observations.
The experiments show a considerable improvement for surface variables (Figure 9), particularly where
land-atmosphere coupling is strong. Improved correlation is seen for winter two-metre air temperature,
over mid-latitude boreal forecasts. Improvements are also seen for two-metre air temperature and
precipitation over the Sahel, North American Great Plains, North East Brazil and Asia. Further analysis
indicates that better performance over mid-latitude boreal forecasts can be attributed to improvement
of modelled albedo over snow covered areas, whilst precipitation improvements are significantly
related to the effects of the representation of vegetation cover variability on evapotranspiration and the
related surface partitioning between sensible and latent heat fluxes.
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Figure 9: Correlation of two-year averaged two-metre air temperature predictions at 36-month lead
time with the EC-Earth reference historical simulation for (a) control experiment (CTRLdec) and (b)
MODIFdec vs. CTRLdec differences over land. Areas that did not pass a significance test at 10%
significance level are dotted. (c) Global land mean correlation of annual averages as a function of
forecast time for the modified and control EC-Earth experiments. Marks indicate that the difference of
the correlations between the two experiments passed a test with a 5% significance level.
Decadal coupled simulations with EC-Earth with a coupled dynamic vegetation model LPJ-GUESS
were also performed. The coupling was implemented by driving the vegetation model by online
meteorological fields from IFS, the atmospheric componente of the model, and using the LAI fields for
high and low vegetation from LPJ-GUESS in IFS. Simulations have been carried out in this coupled
configuration for the period 1960-2009. As a reference, a corresponding offline simulation was carried
out in which the dynamic vegetation model was driven by meteorological fields from the Climate
Research Unit (CRU). However, it was found that a strong drift in the LAI was generated by LPJGuess when forced with the EC-Earth climate. Various options to correct that drift were discussed, but
no optimal solution was found for this problem, which remains open.
3.8 Summary
Research in SPECS has demonstrated there is potential to improve forecast quality and reduce the
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bias for the current climate forecast systems, for example, by








initialising soil moisture with states obtained using observed precipitation and the same soil
model as in the hindcasts/forecasts, particularly for the summer season (late spring start);
imposing realistic snow initial conditions, in particular for the spring season (late winter start),
which might be due to the information available during the snow melt;
imposing realistic sea-ice initial conditions, which can benefit the prediction of summer-autumn
sea-ice concentration forecasts (from a spring start);
including a more realistic representation of the vegetation in the model;
increasing ensemble size to more than 50 members, particularly for the benefit of mid-latitude
seasonal forecasts;
increasing horizontal resolution that lead to substantial improvements in the seasonal
prediction of both ENSO and NAO;
using stochastic parameterisation schemes helps reducing some biases and increases the
spread in cases in which the systems tend to be overconfident, but their use require a specific
tuning for every new version of the forecast system.

Furthermore, it is possible that additional improvement may be possible if some or all of these
changes were to be implemented simultaneously. The approach in SPECS was to test sensitivities of
these changes independently but it is very likely there could be synergistic interaction between the
impacts that could give much larger improvements in forecast quality.
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Personmonths
(in-kind)

Period covered

M36-M48
M36-M48

….
Total

7. Sustainability
This deliverable has benefited from the close collaboration of several different WPs: WP2.1, WP3.1,
WP3.2, WP4.1, WP4.2, WP4.4, and WP5.2. Results suggest that forecast quality can be improved in
several different ways, which suggests that a multifaceted approach would be desirable for future
improvement of forecast systems. The assessment of forecast quality and any potential improvement
in it is fundamentally limited by sampling uncertainty caused by having only a) a small sample of
observations, and b) having too few ensemble forecasts. The first issue can be addressed by running
hindcasts over longer historical periods (e.g. 100 year NAO hindcasts made by several SPECS
partners) but remains a major obstacle for any assessment of skill of forecasts on longer lead times
(e.g. decadal). The second issue can be addressed by increasing the ensemble size but this then
requires more computer time, which is also required if one wishes to increase horizontal resolution of
the models. It will therefore become more important in future to develop more rigorous approaches for
how best to allocate such computer resource (e.g. Ferro et al. 2012).
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